HEA Explanation of Salary Issues
2009-Present

Salary Basics
●
●
●
●

The goal is to create a fair, equitable salary schedule that looks at lifetime
earnings.
While we look to maximize benefits for all, that does not mean all increases are
uniform across the board.
Ideally, members with the same years of experience and education should be on
the same step.
During each contract negotiation, salaries are bargained.

Salary Schedule Prior to 2010
●

Highlights:
○

○

○

The step starts at 4 in
this example because
each year of the
five-year contract, one
step was eliminated
from the top to
shorten the number of
steps in the schedule.
Years 1-3 (listed as
steps 4-7 on this
schedule) had
increases of about
$10-$100.
Year 22 had a bump
of about $20,000

2010-2015 Contract
●

The state passed a law penalizing districts who give raises over 6% for teachers who were eligible for retirement.
○ Hawthorn had to alter the salary schedule because we had steps of near 20% increases; we had to even these
out and create a new schedule that would not penalize the district or individuals. If the district had to pay out
money, those hundreds of thousands of dollars would come from the educational fund, which is where salaries
come from.
○ A new salary schedule was created with each step in 2% to 3% increments, and people were placed on their
correct educational lane to the step that gave them between a 4% to 5.5% increase. This is where the years of
experience disconnected from years of service.
○ Example:
■ Because of those $10-$100 annual increases from the prior salary schedule, teachers with 1-3 years of
teaching experience all became a step 1.

Masters Lane and BA Lane (Contract 2010-2015)
●

Because HEA wanted to get the largest increases for members, two teachers
with the same years of service in different lanes ended up on different steps
○

For example, a teacher with 10 years of experience with a BA ended up on step F, and a teacher with
10 years of experience with a Masters ended up on step E because this gave teachers with a BA an
increase that was within the 4-5.5% increase HEA sought for all members.
■ This is why when teachers earned Master’s degree after the start of the 2010-2015 contract,
they went back a step or slid over so that they were in the same place as certified staff members
who had the same years of experience and the same level of education; both HEA and the District
did not want one member jumping another member.

2010 Salary Schedule

Opening the Contract in 2011
●
●

●

When the recession hit Vernon Hills, the amount of money taken in from property taxes caused a
financial crisis for the school district.
The staff voted to open the contract and stay on the current salary schedule for a year before moving
onto the next one. Everyone moved down a step and received approximately a 2% to 3% increase; they
just did not get the 2% increase to the base.
This did not create any step issues.

Contract 2015-2018
●
●
●
●

The district financial situation was poor, and there were minimal dollars with
which to work.
The previous salary schedule did not work because some step increases were
larger than the 2% that we had to work with.
A new salary schedule had to be created with smaller steps.
HEA tried to maximize benefits by eliminating two lanes (MA+40 and
MA+48) so that people did not have to spend more time and money to get to
the highest lane.
○

At the end of the contract, MA+32 is the last lane of the salary schedule.
■ Removing lanes from the salary schedule allows people to move to the far right (top
money) without spending more money, taking more classes, and spending more time.
■ Moving forward, a new teacher does not need to take an additional 16 hours to receive
comparable pay.

2015-2016
Salary Schedule
●

Year One:
○ Everyone moves to the new schedule
and down a step except MA+32 and
MA+40 (who stay on the same
step).
○ There is no MA+40 because they
moved to the MA+48 lane.

2016-2017
Salary Schedule
●

Year Two:
○ Everyone freezes their
step and receives a 2%
increase.
○ The exception to this
increase and step are
MA+32 and MA+40
■ MA+32 moves
over to what was
MA+40 in the last
contract.
■ MA+40 moves
over to what was
MA+48 in the last
contract.

2017-2018
Salary Schedule
●

Year Three
○ Everyone moves down with
the exception of
■ MA+32 moves over to
what was MA+48 in
the last contract.

Moving Lanes
●

Stipulations on moving over a lane in this contract:
○ BA+16 to MA: Teachers move to the step closest to a $5000 increase.
○ MA to MA+16: Teachers move to the step closest to a $6500 increase.
○ MA+16 to MA+32: Teachers move to the step closest to a $6500 increase
○ The intent of HEA and the District is for certified staff who move lanes to do so without jumping
another staff member. This language was not put into the contract, which has created the mess we are
in right now.
○ Moving forward with the new contract, the language will be crystal clear and we are looking at different
salary schedules.

